
Look behind you, you will find the old bridge  

Which river flows under this bridge ? 
>The Old Bridge

The Aude The  Orbiel The Fresquel

What period do you think the church dates from ? 
>St Etienne's church

Prehistory 2010 XIV century

It's bell tower is 40m high, what shape does it have ?  .............

You can notice that the wall is damaged, according to you, what
happened  ? 

Birds broke the frontage A meteor fell on it

>Wall

The old main door has been filled in

How many arches does the Vauban aqueduct bridge have ? 
..................

>Vauban's Bridge 

Go up rue du 8 mai and you will arrive to the church  

Go to the street where the church is, and  turn around the bell tower

Go onto rue du 11 Novembre, then turn  left  rue Riquet.
Keep going for 1km  along the canal to the acqueduct

Congratulations! You made it, I finally  found the keys for the treasure 
Go back to the tourist office  to get your  diploma ! 

'Hello, I am the great grand daughter of Pierre Paul
Riquet ,  the engineer  responsible for the

construction of the canal du Midi !  He gave me  the
spoils of his adventures in a chest, but the key is

missing! Please help me  find it by answering these
questions. '  
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Start from the tourism office to take the  village map. Then go to the canal du Midi , on your  right 

According to you, what is the name of the trees in front of                         
you? A ...........  tree

>The Tourist Office

On the other side of the canal you can see a building with
red stone windows called" The boat" what is the french

word for it ?

>The boat

un vélo un bateau

What do you think that company sells?

farming tools boating clothes

>Domaine des Pères

olive based products

Look at the other side of the canal du Midi

Clue: it starts with the name of a flying engine  

How is the house called  ? 

>Colette's house 

LA   _ _ _ F __U _ _ _ _E

un train

Keep going on the right side of the canal, you will see a buliding called "Le domaine des Pères"  

Keep walking along side  the canal, on your right you will see Colette's house 

Walk a dozen meters and reach the locks   

Look  across the canal

How many locks can you count ?

>Locks

one three seven

Have you seen ? The lock keeper's house  is right behind you. 

A long time ago, there was a monument, now it is a
restaurant. According to you,  what was that monument?

>Restaurant

a wind turbine a water mill a church

Go back towards the tourist office and then carry on along the Port , avenue Pierre Curie  

The next lock on the canal is in Marseillette. 
How far from here is it ? ................ meters

>Marseillette Lock

On the frontage of the last restaurant, someone is watching
you,  guess who...

>Restaurant

a priest a fisherman a policeman
Once arrived at the end of the avenue take the crosswalk on the left  and cross the road , walk down the boulevard

and take the streeet called "rue du 8 Mai"

What is drawn on  the city's  coat of arm ?

> Street of the 8th may- pasteur avenue

3 letters B 3 flowers 
 

3 sea shells
What do you think me makes  ?  ....................................


